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Abstract
In recent years, camera-equipped mobile devices have undergone significant
developments due to increasing computational power as well as reduction of
manufacturing unit costs. This has allowed for the development of new state-
of-the-art applications, such as object analysis and detection.
The focus of this thesis is the detection of visual markers which can be
used in various applications such as positioning systems, object tracking and
‘Augmented Reality’. More specifically, the work has been motivated by on-
going research in indoor positioning, where global satellite navigation systems
are not reliable enough.
The goal is to develop a new visual tag detector, that is both simple and
reliable. In the report the necessary background for understanding the devel-
opment of the detector, as well as a detailed analysis of the current detectors,
will be presented. Moreover, through an analysis of the current available im-
age processing tools, we will present the proposed detector. Finally, in order to
give a better overview of the system developed, complexity and performance
results are presented, ending with some conclusions and suggested further lines
of work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
For the past years, the use of mobile devices has featured a large increase, funda-
mentally produced by what nowadays is known as mobile phone. These devices,
simple at the beginning, and complex and complete recently, have starred not only
a big improvement in terms of software, but in terms of hardware as well. Through
the use of faster and more complex processors, as the use of better peripheral de-
vices, they have provoked that these kind of devices are today considered as one of
the revolutions in matters of electronics in the early 21st century.
Moreover, the huge increase on the quality of the hardware in these devices has
allowed the opening of a big range of possibilities in terms of applications. One of
these new possibilities is image processing [29].
Image processing, as the name indicates, studies the environment where the
camera device is present; by taking and analyzing the information captured. Nowa-
days, specifically, image processing can be split into two main branches, which are
augmented reality [8] and positioning [22]. In the case of this thesis, we are going
to center our efforts in methods and algorithms concerning the latter case.
Today, positioning through image processing techniques is getting a significant
boom, due to, not only the possibility of being able to identify and position certain
objects and/or persons in an environment, but as a reinforcement in GPS systems.
Therefore, it becomes of great interest to dedicate the thesis into this topic.
Finally, it has to be said that, designing an image based positioning system
is rather complex, since in order to position the system inside the surrounding
environment, it is necessary the correct recognition of certain visual patterns. As
one could glimpse, these visual patterns have to be designed and, previously known,
so that the system is able to recognize them. These visual patters, which henceforth
are going to be referred as visual tags, are going to be described and exemplified
below.
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1.1.1 Current used visual tags
As discussed in the previous section, visual tags are patterns, or labels, designed
and previously known by the system. The main characteristics of these may be
various, from patterns that are difficult to be present in an environment, to binary
pixel matrices protected by channel codes. The only requirement, though, is that
they have to be quickly detected and, in turn, be robust in terms of detection.
As follows, a list of current detectors is quoted, where each of them uses a kind
of visual tag with different main characteristics. Furthermore, figure 1.1 shows an
example of each visual tag used in the different detectors quoted.
• QR-Code: As seen in [4], this system used nowadays in a lot of different
scenarios, uses a quadrilateral visual tag where the information is stored in a
binary pixel matrix from 1817 to 7089 characters, depending on the alphabet
used. Furthermore, its visual tag is designed to be robust in front of possible
rotations, thanks to the quadrilaterals printed on its sides. Moreover, the
main problem of its visual tag, is its detection speed, which is rather slow.
This problem is due to the significant amount of information stored inside
the visual tag, fact which makes it suitable for situations where the amount
of information is more important than the simplicity and the speed of its
detection.
• Maxicode (US Postal Service): This system, used in the postal service of
the USA among others uses, as in the previous case, a quadrilateral visual tag,
where the information is stored in a hexagonal binary pixel matrix; thanks to
this, it becomes robust in front of possible rotations, as seen in [8]. Unlike
the previous one, its visual tag can store up to 93 characters, which makes
it suitable for the scenario where it is supposed to be used. Moreover, its
visual tag, in this case, can be quickly detected, since the information stored
is significantly less in comparison with the previous one.
• CyberCode: This system, originally designed to be used by low computa-
tional power devices, uses, as similar as in the previous cases, a quadrilateral
visual tag where the information is stored in a binary pixel matrix, as seen
in [25]. Unlike the previous cases, its visual tag is designed to be, first of all
detected more quickly and second, robust in front of significant perspective
views; always bearing in mind the devices that this detector aims, low compu-
tational power. As one could glimpse, its visual tag is able to store relatively
few information since, in this case, the importance of fast detection is higher
than the quantity of information stored.
• ReacTIVision: This system, especially used in the famous ‘Reactable’, uses
a very simplistic quadrilateral visual tag, where the information is stored
according to the shape of its internal pattern, as seen in [8]. As in the previous
case, its visual tag is designed to be quickly detected, since the information
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(a) QR-Code (b) Maxicode (c) Cybercode (d) ReacTIVi-
sion
(e) ARToolkit (f) ARTag
Figure 1.1: Visual tag examples
stored in it is only about waveforms and frequencies. Moreover, its visual tag
is also robust in front of possible rotations.
• ARToolkit: As observed in [8], this system, considered the first in positioning
applications, uses a quadrilateral visual tag where the information is stored
according to the shape of its internal pattern. Moreover, the fact of using a
detection system based on the recognition of the pattern of its visual tag, pro-
vokes that this pattern should be at once complex, in terms of being unusual
to find it in a natural environment, and simple, in terms of being able to be
quickly detected. It is because of these characteristics that this system has a
lot of deficiencies which lately, in other systems, are corrected.
• ARTag: This system, inspired on ARToolKitPlus [30], successor of AR-
ToolKit [8], uses a quadrilateral visual tag, where the information is stored in
a binary pixel matrix; which, in this case, is protected by a FEC code, as seen
in [6]. As in several previous cases, its visual tag is quick to detect, due to
the few information stored in the matrix and, furthermore, is robust against
rotation and perspective views. In specific terms, its visual tag can store up
to 36 characters.
1.2 Problem statement
As it has been explained in the previous section, thanks to the significant improve-
ment of mobile devices, nowadays it is possible to develop applications, such as the
ones mentioned in this thesis, in an efficient way.
Specifically, in the field of image processing, these applications are having a
significant increase; since developers are starting to see the good benefits that they
can provide. These applications are from augmented reality and robotics, to object
location and positioning systems.
In the latter case, main topic of this thesis, one of the principals and firsts
benefits of this applications is that they can be applied in environments where the
object recognition, or identification, is crucial; such as assembly lines and libraries.
Moreover, and not least important, it has been seen during these past years that,
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integrating this system with the current GPS navigation system would provide an
important improvement in terms of precision.
Therefore, bearing in mind all the relevant benefits that can bring the branch
of localization and positioning, it can be seen that there is an important need of
developing tools, or systems, to exploit the aforementioned application. Nowadays,
however, contrary to what one can expect, there exist a limited variety of tools, or
detectors, such as ARToolKitPlus or ARTag. Therefore and, based on this premise,
with the information presented, one can see that the fact of developing more precise
and faster systems is necessary.
For these reasons, among others, the main topic of this thesis will revolve around
developing a new detector based on image processing, which ultimately could be
used in image based positioning systems. Specifically, this new system will try to
improve some of the main characteristics of current detectors, always bearing in
mind a simple but efficient algorithm.
1.2.1 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 features a presentation of the current methods and tools for nowadays
detectors.
In Chapter 3 it is described the whole algorithm developed for the detector
presented, always trying to give the maximum information and detail.
The last two chapters, 4 and 5, contain the results of the detector developed,
both in Matlab and C, and the conclusions drawn.
Chapter 2
Methods and Tools for visual tag
detectors
2.1 Introduction
As presented in the previous section the aim in the design of the detector is, as its
name shows, the capacity of detecting the desired visual tags. In specific terms, it
aims to maximize the likelihood of detection given an image.
Specifically, in the case of this thesis, the detector to be designed must comply
first, with the aim aforementioned but always taking into account the trade-off that
must meet. This trade-off, to which all classical detectors are subject is based on:
high detection rate versus false alarm detection; always bearing in mind the
complexity of the designed system.
Therefore, it can be seen that in order to obtain the final goal of the system and,
at the same time, fulfilling the trade-off and specifications required, it is necessary
to split and design the system into various parts.
Firstly, and taking into account the complexity of the system, it can be observed
the need to eliminate the redundant and negligible information of the original image.
This process, classified as feature extraction, attempts to extract the most rele-
vant characteristics of the given image; leaving only the most relevant information
according to the visual tag used.
Afterwards, and in a similar way as in the previous paragraph that shows how
the relevant information is extracted according to some of the quadrilateral’s visual
tag features, is applied a new part called feature filtering. Hence, considering
the result of the previous part, this new operation is applied to determine, with
higher reliability, what part of the information extracted fits the visual tag’s profile
required.
At this point, we can see that the subset of the image obtained is, firstly, a more
tractable information and, secondly, of a higher probability of being the visual tags
that we are looking for. It is at this point where, in order to disregard the generic
quadrilaterals against the visual tags that we are looking for, it is necessary the use
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of the information contained inside the visual tag. Thus, finally we will be able to
certify which of them are the visual tags.
In order to carry out this task, firstly, the information that the quadrilateral
contains has to be extracted. This process is done by applying a homography
transformation, in order to correct the errors due to perspective and rotation of
the visual tag in the given image; thus, the information contained in the visual tag
is now ready to be extracted.
Once the information is extracted, we proceed to analyze it; is therefore at this
point when channel coding methods come into play. Using these codes, one can
deduce whether the visual information contained in the visual tag is correct or not;
fact that concludes if the quadrilateral candidate obtained is a valid visual tag.
Therefore and finally, through the process described above one can achieve,
quickly and simply, to increase the likelihood of correct visual tag detection. Below
it is listed, in detail, several tools available nowadays to carry out the algorithm
described.
2.2 Methods and Tools for visual tag detectors
2.2.1 Feature extraction
Correlation
The aim of this method is the recognition of the visual tag through correlation.
Specifically, the process is based on locally correlating the entire image with every
single visual tag of our database. Once the whole process is done, the visual tag
that has given the higher correlation value is considered. Unfortunately, the main
problem with this kind of method is the high cost in computational terms, since
it has to calculate a correlation (complex calculation) through all the database.
As one can glimpse, this method is somehow useful in databases which store a
relatively acceptable number of visual tags but, if one considers to implement a
larger codebook then, the problem of calculating the correlations becomes a real
issue; especially in large images. Moreover and furthermore, the second big issue
about this kind of methods is the dependance to the rotation of the visual tags,
since a rotation of a supposed visual tag in the image, can lead into false detections.
Gradient operators
The aim of this method is to extract the gradient of the image, this way one can
understand that there is an object just because one can recognize some kind of shape.
The operators most used in this kind of method are: Prewitt, Sobel, Laplacian and
Morphological gradient. The common feature of all these operators is that they
are cheap in computational cost, as they can be applied just by multiplying a given
matrix with the image matrix, giving as a result, the gradient of the image. However,
the problem that these methods present is that they are not very robust in front
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of noisy images, leading to an incorrect segmentation of the image and, later, to
incorrect recognition of the objects.
Boundary detection
Similar to the previous type, this method tries to extract the boundaries of the
figures within the image; using some transformation in the process.
• Hough transform: This method aims to transform every single line of the
image into points in the new space domain. This way, one can easily find
the situation of lines, where, in our case (considering a rectangular shaped
visual tag) would be useful; as in [9]. This technique is more expensive in
terms of computational cost but, however, it is more robust in front of noisy
images. Moreover, whether, for instance, a round shaped visual tag is used,
this method would have serious problems to capture it so, therefore, this
method would be only useful when line shaped visual tags are used.
• Graph-theoretic techniques: Following the idea of the gradient operator
presented, this method calculates the boundaries within the image just by
calculating the cost of going from one pixel to another (this means, to follow
the path that have less gray variance in it). This way, one can find the
boundary of an image without using technically the gradient of the image.
This method is highly effective in images where noise is highly present but,
the problem appears when one tries to apply it in a real-time based system,
as this method it is not well suited for this kind of devices.
Thresholding
This kind of method tries to distinguish objects from the background by applying
a threshold. As it will be presented below, this kind of method it is only useful
in situations where the foreground and background are so different in terms of
gray scale level and, there are not many different objects (in terms of gray scale
level). Technically speaking, this method has several problems when used in real
environments, due to the light changing conditions but, on the other hand, is very
efficient to extract the information once the visual tag is detected. Unfortunately,
the main problem of this kind of method is that it is very expensive in terms of
computational cost.
• 2 -peak method: This is the simplest method, as it is supposed that there
are only two different gray scale levels in the image. The procedure is based
on estimating the histogram of the image and detecting the couple of peaks
expected; putting a threshold between these two peaks and binarizing the
image considering this. With this, one is able to detect the objects located in
the foreground of the image and eliminate the background of it.
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• Adaptive method (Max-Lloyd): The principle of the method is practi-
cally the same as the one above, with the difference that now the image has
several peaks in its histogram. With this method, an estimation of the opti-
mal thresholds between peaks is made, leading to a segmentation of the image
based on texture. Even though this method it is quite simple, it provides good
results when the peaks of the histogram are markedly different. Finally, it is
well suited for real-time based systems.
Finally, it must be said, that there exist other methods based on splitting the
image into several smaller images. Once done, a local threshold analysis is made.
This way one can achieve less error than doing a global threshold analysis. Unfor-
tunately, this method requires of more calculations, which lead us into problems of
computational cost.
Region-based methods
Unlike the aforementioned methods, this kind of methods are significantly robust in
front of noisy images, however, they are very expensive in terms of computing cost,
which means that in a real-time based system, this would be an unfeasible way to
segment an image.
• Region growing: This method is the easiest among the ones in region-based.
Its procedure is simple, it’s only necessary to mark the seeds in the image and
expand them until a certain rule is violated. A simple example of it is just
marking the highest gray-scale level pixels and find out if their neighbors are
enough ‘white’, if they are, we just merge them into the region but, if they
are not, we do not merge them. This way, we can get a segmentation of the
image based on its texture; which means that ultimately we will be able to
get all the objects of it.
• Split and Merge: In this method, the original image is segmented into
various smaller images until a certain threshold is reached (an example would
be that the pixels around the pixel selected have to have the same gray-scale
level). Once this process is finished, a second one starts: merging these small
images into larger images, bearing in mind a second threshold (an example
would be that the pixels surrounding the small images can have a deviation ‘σ’
in the gray-scale level). Once these two processes are finished, the resulting
image ends up being a set of segmented regions, where each of them meet
both thresholds.
• Watersheds: In this method, the principle of flood is taken. Now, one has
to see the image as a 3D representation, where the highest peaks are the high
gray-scale levels and the valleys are the low ones. The procedure basically
selects the minimum levels of the image (even though one can also select
them manually, with this the method becomes more robust), and begins to
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‘flood’ them until a line of high peaks is reached, once done it, the method
builds a dam between the two catchment basins, so the different valleys will
not get mixed. Once the method is finished with all the floods, the dams
finally represent the borders of the image’s segmented objects.
Motion-based methods
Until now, all the procedures presented are based on static images, which means
that all the information regarding the objects of it has to be estimated from a single
frame.
In this section are discussed other kinds of methods which aim to extract infor-
mation about the objects considering several images, that is, motion based images.
• Spatial techniques: The principle of this method is to extract information
about the objects by comparing several images, if a group of pixels have moved,
then it is highly likely to be an object of interest. The problem of this method
is that several images of the video must be stored before doing the analysis,
this issue leads us to problems of memory and computing, which means that
it would be quite difficult to implement them in a real-time based system.
Moreover, the precision of this method is rather small.
• Frequency domain techniques: In order to obtain a more precise method,
an analysis in the frequency domain is made. The procedure is practically
the same, the method stores images and analyzes them by transforming them
into the frequency domain. This way a higher precision is obtained. It is also
needed to say that, if the last method was rather difficult to implement in
real-time systems, this one is still more complicated to implement, due to the
transformation that requires.
2.2.2 Feature filtering
Once the features of the image are extracted, we must now try to detect whether
the candidates extracted fit the visual tag quadrilateral profile.
In this section there are outlined some of the most relevant description methods
found in literature.
Chain-codes
Chain codes are used to represent a boundary by a connected sequence of straight-
line segments of specified length and direction, by assigning every segment a number
(either an absolute value, or a relative value representing the change in direction
compared to the previous segment). With this method one can describe the shape
of the object perfectly but, whether we consider noisy images, this boundary can be
distorted, leading us to false detections or even not detecting the interesting objects
at all. Moreover, this descriptor is rather easy to implement and it is very cheap in
terms of computational cost.
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Polygonal approximations
This procedure tries to approximate a shape by a polygon. Several approaches exist,
but the commonest one it is done by detecting the pixels that correspond with the
edge of the shape and connect them with a curve (the only requirement is that the
curve has to have the smallest perimeter as possible). This method is rather simple
and effective, but when complex shapes are considered, this method ends up being
useless.
Signatures
A signature is a functional representation of a boundary of an object. Considering
this, we can represent any kind of object by its features (now called signatures) and
try to match them with the ones we can extract from an image. This method is
rather simple and precise, even though we have to consider that noisy images will
surely distort the values of the signatures.
Skeletons
As the name says, this method tries to obtain the skeleton of the image, with
this; one can obtain a simplified representation of the object, which surely it will
be easier to analyze. The problem, though, is that calculating the skeleton is not
rather simple, and cost too much time in terms of computational cost. Once the
method has extracted the skeleton, one can easily analyze the signature of it, and
try to match it with the stored ones.
Statistical moments
One way to avoid the problems of the previous methods (regarding noisy images),
is to analyze not the whole shape, but the statistical moments of some signatures
of the object; this way, one can avoid the problems caused by noisy images, as the
contribution of the noise to the signature can be practically erased. Moreover, this
method have the problem of estimating the statistical moments, which is expensive
in terms of computational cost.
Texture analysis
In this method, the texture of the image is analyzed. Below are described the three
most used ways to analyze it.
• Statistical approaches: An analysis of the statistical moments of the gray-
scale histogram of the image is done. With this, one can get a close description
of the object. The problem of this approach is that it is dependent of the
illumination and does not consider the position of the pixels, only its gray-
scale level.
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• Structural approaches: As the chain-codes, with this method one can get
a close description of the shape of the object, but not the gray-scale level. It
is an easy method to implement and is cheap in terms of computational cost.
It is highly dependent of the noise.
• Spectral approaches: An analysis in the frequency domain is made. With
this, one can obtain a close description of the shape and gray-scale level of the
object. The problem of this, however, is that calculating its spectrum is rather
expensive in terms of computational cost. It is dependent of the illumination
and noise, but thanks to the combination of both shape and gray-scale level
information, it becomes more robust than the previous ones.
2.2.3 Coding
Once the features are detected and the quadrilaterals with their internal pixel grids
are well estimated, one has to consider some method to protect the information
stored in the visual tag’s grid. Is at this point when channel coding methods come
into play. Through the use of this method, the information contained in the visual
tag can be protected, efficiently, against errors due to the noise present in the image,
as the problems occurred while capturing the image.
Its operational process, simple but efficient, is based on the generation of redun-
dancy which, through its decoding a posteriori, allows the correct recovery of the
data. In specific terms and, in the case of this thesis’ study, we have decided to use
what is known as linear block codes.
The operational process of this code is based on generating the codeword through
the use of the generator matrix G, in other words, the message to send is protected
once the aforementioned matrix is used. The generated codeword, therefore, include
both the original message and the redundancy, information that is going to be used
in the decoder in order to correct, if necessary, the errors appeared due to the
channel. Therefore:
Y = X ·G (2.1)
where G = [Ik|P] ∈ Fk×n , being Ik the identity matrix of size k and P the parity
matrix.
Moreover, once the codeword is received by the receiver, it is decoded. Thanks
to the use of the applied redundancy in the original message is, at this point when, if
necessary, the errors provoked by the channel are going to be detected and corrected.
In other words:
{
if Z ·HT 6= 0⇒ ERROR
if Z ·HT = 0⇒ NO ERROR
where Z = Y⊕ e; HT = [−PT |Ir] ∈ Fk×n and e the error due to the channel.
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As one could glimpse, this type of coding is of great use, since it turns out to be
a fast and efficient method that can protect, in an acceptable way, the information
contained in the visual tags.
In specific terms, nowadays, such codes are used in various detectors; specif-
ically the used codes are BCH and Lexicodes. Codes that, apart from being of
high efficiency, are of reduced complexity; in order so that devices with reduced
computational power can use them without any problems.
Finally, it is noted that in Chapter 3, in order to give a greater vision of how this
process works, it is going to be given a more detailed description of the decoding
process.
2.3 Current detectors
Over the years, from the first steps in visual visual tag detection until the recently
detectors developed; a limited quantity of detectors exist nowadays. Complex and
not very robust at the beginning, they have been improved until the recent detectors
which can offer, not only more robust algorithms, but faster and more efficient.
Below, a description of the most important detectors designed is done.
2.3.1 Firsts steps
Many approaches were made at the beginning of AR, but one of them did stand out
above the rest; this was VIS-Tracker, as shown in [19]. The main problem of the
detectors at the time was the high dependence on the quality of the obtained image,
for this reason is why VIS-Tracker did use inertial systems in order to support the
algorithm. With this, they achieved to develop a high precision detector. Moreover,
this system did use for the first time rounded visual tags, allowing them to be
rapidly detected. Furthermore, these visual tags were designed so that the size of
the generated dictionary would be rather high; so that the system could be used in
large spaces. Below are quoted some of its most important features which, some of
them are firmly used in latter detectors.
• Edge detection method based on gradient calculation on a contrast enhanced
image.
• Global search for circular blobs, through filling the edges found.
• Use of visual tags where binary information is printed on, but without the use
of any channel code.
2.3.2 ARToolKit
Considered one of the most important detectors ever developed [8]; this system
provides a relatively robust system combined with a simple and efficient algorithm.
Mainly, the most important feature of this algorithm is that, since the beginning,
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it has even open source; so developers throughout the world have been able to get
and improve most of the features of it. Besides, this detector has been the base
of practically all later algorithms. In order to have a better knowledge about this
detector, some of its technical characteristics are quoted below.
• Global thresholding for feature detection.
• Global search for quadrilaterals, through polygonal approximations, that fit
the profile required.
• Checking of the visual tag through correlation with all the visual tag database.
2.3.3 ARToolKitPlus
Based on the previous detector, ARToolKitPlus [30] arises as a new and complete
solution aiming to correct all the main problems of its last version. The main im-
provements of this detector, regarding its predecessor, are its increase in processing
speed and its robustness; all gained by the use of new and improved techniques,
some of them quoted below.
• Heuristic local thresholding of the image, based on the last visual tag found.
• Global search for quadrilaterals, through polygonal approximations, that fit
the profile required.
• Use of visual tags where binary information is printed on, always protected
with BCH codes.
2.3.4 ARTag
One of the latest detectors created. As seen in [6], this detector combines the
power of binary visual tags, also used in ARToolKitPlus [30], with the use of new
feature detection techniques, which are more robust to light variable conditions [7].
Additionally, this is the first detector, unlike previous, which starts to consider the
possible four rotations of the visual tags; fact that makes it robust against this
problem. As follows, a list of its main features is quoted.
• Edge detection method based on gradient calculation.
• Global search for quadrilaterals, through polygonal approximations, that fit
the profile required.
• Local thresholding to determine the value of the binary grid pixels.
• Use of visual tags where binary information is printed on, always protected
with FEC codes.

Chapter 3
Detector development
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter is presented the development of the detector mentioned in the intro-
duction of this thesis. Following some of the procedures discussed in the previous
chapter, we will try to give a global, but detailed, description of the steps taken in
order to achieve the results presented in Chapter 4.
But first, and in order to refresh the memory of the reader, it is considered
necessary to summarize the steps that the detector is going to use. Bearing always
in mind the aim of the detector, this is extracting the information contained in the
correct visual tags of the image. As a support is shown in figure 3.1 the scheme of
the detector’s algorithm about to be implemented.
Given an image, where the information is rather redundant and inaccurate, one
first tries to extract the most important features of it, since what we are trying to
look for is a black over white quadrilateral visual tag. In order, then, to extract these
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Figure 3.1: Detector’s algorithm scheme
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main features, we will use one of the procedures explained in the section feature
extraction of the previous chapter.
Bearing in mind the features extracted, now is the time to extract which ones
of them are more likely to be the quadrilaterals that we are trying to look for.
Specifically, and in order to carry out this task, we will apply one of the methods
described in section feature filtering of the previous chapter. Once done, the
information obtained will be more likely to be the visual tags that we are looking
for.
At this point, we have obtained the features that are most likely to be the visual
tags but, in order to decide whether or not they are the correct ones we will have
to analyze the information contained in them but, before doing it, we will need to
correct the perspective and rotation of them. This process will be done by applying
a homography transformation, which after applying it, we will be able to extract
the information contained in it; information that is protected against errors through
the use of channel coding methods.
Finally, therefore, considering the information extracted from the quadrilateral
candidates, we will be able to determine whether or not they are the correct vi-
sual tags that we were looking for; and therefore, use their information for further
applications.
As follows, all the detector’s stages, which are based on some of the tools pre-
sented in Chapter 2, are presented in a more detailed way. First, however, and in
order to help the reader to comprehend the steps applied, it is presented in figure
3.2 the image on which all the next stages are going to be applied.
3.2 Feature extraction
In order to detect the present visual tags in the image, firstly, it is necessary to
extract the most relevant characteristics of it. Below it is described, in a detailed
way, the steps used to achieve this extraction.
3.2.1 Canny Edge Detection
This method [10], widely used today in computer vision, allows to extract in a
detailed way, the edge points of the given image through the completion of various
steps. Below, a description of each of them is done.
• Noise reduction stage: Generally, images obtained by a camera have a high
presence of noise. Because of that, whether the edge point detector is applied
directly, it would return a high number of candidates for edge point; most of
them being false detections due to noise and high-pass values.
In order to avoid this problem it is used, as a first step, low pass filters; with
this, one is able to reduce the noise level present in the image. In specific
terms, the filters which are mostly used to carry out this task are the ones
known as ‘Gaussian filters’.
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Figure 3.2: Original image
These filters, of great utility, have the main characteristic of having the same
shape in both frequency and space; fact that makes them perfectly suitable
to be designed with relatively ease.
The shape, however, that they usually have is the following:
H(u, v) = e−D2(u,v)/2σ2 (3.1)
where D(u,v) is the distance from the origin of the Fourier transform, which
we assume has been shifted to the center of the frequency rectangle. And
‘σ’ is a measure of the spread of the Gaussian curve. Figure 3.3 shows its
corresponding visual shape.
However, in order to see their operational process in a more detailed way, it
is shown in figure 3.4 how this kind of filter affects the image given in the
previous section.
• Local gradient estimation stage: By using simpler gradient operators,
such as Sobel or Prewitt, one tries to estimate the gradient in two of all possible
directions; specifically these are: vertical and horizontal.
In the case of this study, we have opted to use the gradient operator Sobel
with the following vertical and horizontal respectively matrix structures.
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Figure 3.3: Gaussian filter function
Figure 3.4: Gaussian filtered image
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Sv(3,3) =
−1 −2 −10 0 0
1 2 1

Sh(3,3) =
−1 0 1−2 0 2
−1 0 1

• Global gradient estimation stage: Once estimated the gradient in both
directions, one proceeds to estimate the global gradient based on the informa-
tion obtained in the previous step. This process, characteristic of Canny Edge
Detector, is what certainly provides greater robustness compared to other
simpler methods such as ‘Sobel’ and ‘Prewitt’.
In order to calculate the global gradient, in both intensity and direction, one
proceeds to calculate the following:
G =
√
Gx2 + Gy2 (3.2)
Θ = arctan
(Gy
Gx
)
(3.3)
where G represents the gradient intensity, Gx and Gy the gradient intensities
in x direction and y direction respectively and Θ the angle between those
two.
Once this calculation is done, the result turns out to be an image with a high
detail of the edge points present in the image.
• Minimum cleaning stage: Once the image with a high detail of the present
edge points in the image is obtained, one proceeds to clean up the ones that
don’t match the characteristics of being a contour. Generally these are rem-
nants of the image’s noise or false detections due to the lightning.
The procedure is known as non-maximum suppression, and the procedure
is based on determining, in a connectivity of 2, whether the pixel under study
is a maximum. Once determined, it proceeds to eliminate the remaining pixels
that are below, in intensity, their respective local maximum. Therefore, once
this last step is done, it is obtained an edge point representation of the image,
simple and clear.
Figure 3.5 shows the result of applying this last step and, therefore, the result
of applying the whole Canny Edge Detector method.
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(a) Magnitude image (b) Orientation image
Figure 3.5: Global gradient
3.2.2 Hysteresis thresholding
Once the image with the most relevant edge points is obtained, one proceeds to
filter the most significant edge points; these are the ones with greater intensity.
Therefore, in order to carry out this task, it is used the method known as
hysteresis threshold, method that provides good results in terms of cleaning up
the less significant edge points of the image. The procedure, however, is based on
the following rules:{
if G(xi, yi) > T1 ⇒ (xi, yi) is an edge point
if G(xi, yi) < T1 ⇒ (xi, yi) is not an edge point
and
{
if (xk, yk) ∈ 8-connectivity of an edge point
⋂ G(xk, yk) > T2 ⇒ (xk, yk) ∈ edge point
if (xk, yk) ∈ 8-connectivity of an edge point
⋂ G(xk, yk) < T2 ⇒ (xk, yk) 6∈ edge point
where T1 and T2 are both threshold levels, on which T2 < T1.
Once completed this process, the result obtained is an image with the most
significant edge points found, and these, transformed so that they now have the
same intensity. Figure 3.6 shows the result of applying this stage.
3.2.3 Remove clutter
Basing on the main characteristics of the visual tags used, one proceeds to ap-
ply a filter to eliminate all the edge points that don’t match one of the principal
characteristics of it; this is, the minimum number of pixels. Therefore:{
if number of pixels of edge < L⇒ remove edge
if number of pixels of edge > L⇒ keep edge
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Figure 3.6: Hysteresis thresholded image
where L is the threshold level.
Therefore, as a result of applying this rule, one obtains finally, a clear and precise
representation of the set of the most significant edge points, that also match this
principal characteristic. In other words, figure 3.7.
3.3 Feature filtering
Once the main features of the image are extracted and filtered is, at this point,
where the procedures, to determine whether the information found corresponds to
a visual tag, are applied.
Below it is described, in detail, the steps followed in order to achieve this goal.
3.3.1 Edge-linking
Thanks to the application of the previous section, one has been able to extract the
most significant edge points of the image. It is now, however, where they should
be grouped in some way that the shape they represent can be later studied. In the
case of the present study, this shape is quadrilateral; which means that the study
is going to base on finding which list of edge points, which henceforth are going to
be referred as nodes, has a higher likelihood with a quadrilateral form.
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Figure 3.7: Remove clutter image
Firstly, however, in order to carry out the grouping process, it is used the method
‘edge-link’; which follows the next rule:
Given (xa, ya) ∈ edge point⇒{
if (xi, yi) ∈ edge point ⋂ d[(xa, ya), (xi, yi)] < Pt ⇒ (xi, yi) ⊂ node listv
otherwise (xi, yi) 6⊂ node listv
where d[(xa, ya), (xi, yi)] represents the distance between these two points. And Pt
is the maximum distance tolerated between edge points so they can be considered
to be part of the same edge.
As one can see, this method is based on an exhaustive search of all edge points
near the edge point under study. As a result, this method proves to be very complex
in terms of computational cost and, hence, is the stage of the process that requires
more time to be completed. It has, therefore, been identified that this method is
currently the bottleneck of the whole detector designed.
3.3.2 Line segmentation
Once the previous stage is done, where, through a rule of proximity one has been
able to group the edge points of the image into separate node lists, one proceeds
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now to filter them; in a way that the new node list will represent a simple polygonal
figure.
This process is based on the idea of monitoring the deviation that the nodes
present among them, namely, given a set of nodes we observe whether the deviation
of the segment that orderly unifies them surpasses a given threshold, if so, we
proceed to discard the ending node of this list. This process, therefore, is repeated
until the desired deviation is reached. In other words:
Given set A | A ⊂ node listv and ]A = n⇒
if σ(A) > threshold⇒ an is eliminated
This way, the process is able to reduce this segment until it can be considered to
be practically straight. As a last step, however, the process handles to eliminate the
redundant information, namely, the nodes between the starting and ending node of
the resulting segment.
Once done, it proceeds to perform the same procedure for the next group of
nodes, these are the group of nodes contained between the ending node of the last
calculated segment and the ending one of the node list.
Therefore, and thanks to the implementation of this idea, one will be able to
generate a simplified list of sorted nodes in a way that, through their connecting
segments, they will be able to represent a simple polygonal form which, later, will
be used in the analysis of possible quadrilateral candidates.
Figure 3.8 shows a representation of the described process.
3.3.3 Line simplification
At this point, all the edge points present in the image have been grouped and
linked into different node lists, so that now they represent polygonal shapes. In this
stage, however, is where it is applied some criteria to further simplify the polygonal
shapes; in order to obtain a more accurate information of them while reducing the
redundant one.
In the case of the present study and, based on prior knowledge of the visual
form of the visual tags, we proceed to apply the following elimination criteria:
• Edges with less than 3 corners
• Contiguous nodes separated less than a threshold level
• Contiguous nodes where their respective unifying segments have an angle
around 180 degrees
Therefore and, applying these criteria, one can achieve to significantly reduce
the redundant information of the node lists. Moreover, with this simplification, one
is finally able to determine whether the edges found in the image do represent valid
quadrilaterals.
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Figure 3.8: Line segmented image
Finally, in order to observe the evolution of the entire process used so far, it is
shown in figure 3.9 the results achieved until now.
3.3.4 Quadrilateral hypothesis extraction
Finally, and having previously held the previous stages is, at this point, where the
shapes obtained are studied, hoping to find the visual tags sought.
The method used, to determine if the forms obtained are similar to the ones of
our visual tag, is based on the pre-knowledge of the quadrilateral shape of the visual
tag used. This is why, thanks to the previous simplifications of the edges obtained,
we do only consider the most probable cases; which are:
• Shapes with 3 nodes
• Shapes with 4 nodes
• Shapes with 5 nodes
Specifically in the first case, in order to find if it is a quadrilateral shape, we
try to estimate, from the three nodes given, the position of the fourth node by ex-
trapolation. Moreover, in parallel, one proceeds to apply the method called ‘Harris
corner detection’, in order to detect if a corner exists around the position of the
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Figure 3.9: Line simplified image
calculated fourth node. Finally, once both procedures are finished, one proceeds to
compare the information obtained, and determine whether there is an actual corner
in the position under study. If so, the fourth node is added to the node list and,
therefore, the shape obtained is now considered to be a valid quadrilateral.
Moreover, in the second case, since the shape has already four nodes, one pro-
ceeds to determine whether the four segments, that connect these sorted nodes,
form a quadrilateral. This procedure is based on the observation of their segments,
by checking that the difference between their lengths is below a given threshold
level. In other words:
Given (xi, yi) ∈ shape
⋂
∀i ∈ Z4 ⇒if
‖|(xi+1,yi+1)−(xi,yi)|‖
‖|(x→i+1,y→i+1)−(x→i ,y→i )|‖ > T3 ⇒ shape is not a quadrilateral
otherwise shape is a quadrilateral
where (x→i , y→i ) represents the node which is in the opposite side of (xi, yi) and T3
a threshold level.
Once done, if the edge has passed the procedure, the shape is now considered
to be a valid quadrilateral.
Finally, concerning the case of five nodes, the criteria used is based on observing
the distance between the starting node and the ending node of the shape. If this
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Figure 3.10: Quadrilateral extraction
one is below a certain threshold level, one proceeds to merge them, leaving finally
a shape with four nodes. In other words:
if ‖| (x4, y4)− (x0, y0) |‖ < T4 ⇒ merge both nodes
where (x0, y0) and (x4, y4) represent both starting and ending nodes respectively,
while T4 a threshold level.
Hence, if the edge passes the procedure, the shape is now considered to be a
valid quadrilateral.
Therefore, once all these stages are applied, one obtains a list of possible candi-
dates for visual tag. This list will be subsequently analyzed in the following stages
where, through the application of certain methods, one will be able to determine if
the quadrilaterals obtained here, are indeed, valid visual tags.
Figure 3.10 presents the graphical representation of the quadrilateral extraction
process described.
3.4 Homography process
Thanks to the application of the previous stages, one has been able to obtain a list
of quadrilateral visual tag candidates. However, in order to discern which of these
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Figure 3.11: Central projection maps points on one plane to points on another plane
visual tags are valid, one proceeds to analyze the information contained in them;
information that must be previously extracted.
In order to extract the information contained in the inner quadrilateral of the
visual tag, one must first correct the problems regarding rotation and affine view of
the image. To solve this, one must proceed to apply what is known as ‘homographic
transformation’ [11]; method that is described below.
3.4.1 Homography matrix calculation
Basing on that the candidates obtained are affine quadrilaterals and, due to the
previously knowledge of the plain quadrilateral shape of the visual tags used, one can
obtain, through a homographic transformation, the transformation matrix between
both of them. In other words:
∀x′i ∈M, ∃ xi | x′i = Hxi (3.4)
where M represents the image obtained by the camera, H the transformation ma-
trix applied between the affine coordinates and the plain ones, and x′i and xi the
coordinates of the quadrilateral in the affine image and the plain one respectively.
Therefore, to find the transformation matrix H one needs to solve the equation
3.4. Before however, to understand the whole process behind this task, we give a
full illustrative description of it.
Given an image M affine projected, one tries to transform it into a plain version
of it. To achieve this, first, one have to understand as both images representing a
subspace in a space of dimension 3, as shown in 3.11.
Hence, since the images discussed in this thesis are of dimension 2, it is possible
to map each point xi into x′i by simple linear transformation. It is observed that
due to this, it is now necessary to represent the coordinates, of the images, into
dimension 3. This fact is called working in ‘homogenous space’.
Due to the above explanation, one can glimpse how the resulting transformation
matrix, H, will be of dimension 3× 3.
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Therefore, and taking into consideration the ideas explained here, the transfor-
mation matrix H becomes described as:
H =
h1 h2 h3h4 h5 h6
h7 h8 h9
 =
h1Th2T
h3T

where hjT represents the j-th row of the matrix H.
On the other hand, in order to resolve 3.4 in a simpler way, one opts to express
it through the cross product; that is:
x′i ×Hxi = 0 (3.5)
Writing, therefore x′i = (x′i, y′i, w′i)T , the cross product may then be given as:
x′i ×Hxi =
y′ih3Txi − w′ih2Txiw′ih1Txi − x′ih3Txi
x′ih2Txi − y′ih1Txi

Since hjTxi = xTi hj for j = 1..3, this gives a set of three equations in the entries
of H, which may be written in the form: 0T −w′ixTi y′ixTiw′ixTi 0T −x′ixTi
−y′ixTi x′ixTi 0T

h1h2
h3
 = 0
These equations have the form Aih = 0, where Ai is a 3× 9 matrix, and h is a
9-vector made up of the entries of the matrix H.
On the other hand, however, although there are three equations, only two are
linearly dependent, which leaves it then in:
[
0T −w′ixTi y′ixTi
w′ixTi 0T −x′ixTi
]h1h2
h3
 = 0
This will be written
Aih = 0 (3.6)
where Ai is now a 2× 9 matrix.
This procedure, however, it has to be repeated for the n points to be transformed
which, in the case of the present study, is 4.
Therefore, after applying this procedure to all the points to be transformed, we
finally obtain n 2× 9 matrices Ai but, in order to find a solution to meet 3.5, one
needs to assemble them into a single matrix 2n× 9 called A.
So ultimately it comes down to solve:
Ah = 0 (3.7)
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Figure 3.12: Quadrilateral homography transformation
To solve this equation, we proceed to perform a SVD decomposition of A, where
the singular vector corresponding to the lowest singular value will be the solution
for h; since the solution h = 0 is senseless.
Finally, H is determined from the solution h as seen previously. Figure 3.12
shows a graphical representation of the procedure described.
3.4.2 Grid transformation
Once the transformation matrix H is determined from the visual tag’s quadrilateral
information, one proceeds to prepare the information contained within the visual
tag; in order to be extracted.
Relying on the same knowledge as in the previous section, namely, that the grid
that contains the information of the visual tag is quadrilateral and, furthermore,
knowing the relative position of the pixels within the grid, we apply the equation
3.4, being now x′i the variable to obtain. In other words:
x′i = Hxi (3.8)
where xi represents each of the 36 pixels the plain grid has, and x′i its affine trans-
formations.
Applying therefore, 3.8, one is able to obtain the position of the plain grid points
into the affine projection and, therefore, obtain the points where, later, the pixel
will be read from. Figure 3.13 shows a graphical representation of the procedure
described.
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Figure 3.13: Grid homography transformation
3.4.3 Pixel value extraction
Once found the points where we should read from, one proceeds to read it properly.
The procedure followed to obtain such results is based on reading the 36 pixels of
the obtained affine grid in the image. Once done, and in order to discern which
of them represent the color black or white, one proceeds to apply a normalization
based on the highest intensity value found. In other words:
Given Mmax = max(M(x′i)) | x′i ∈ affine grid ⇒ ∀x′i →M′(x′i) =
M(x′i)
Mmax
where M represents the original image.
Finally, in order to discern the intensity of the pixels extracted, we proceed to
apply a threshold level. This is:{
if M′(x′i) < 0.5⇒ B(x′i) = 0
if M′(x′i) > 0.5⇒ B(x′i) = 1
Therefore, and after having applied all the previous stages we have, finally, a
binary reading of the information contained in the visual tag candidate’s grid.
3.5 Decoding
Having obtained the information contained in the visual tag’s candidate, one pro-
ceeds to decode it through the process mentioned in Chapter 2. Once this process
is done, one would become finally able to decide whether the visual tag’s candi-
date is, indeed, a visual tag and, therefore, use its contained information for later
applications.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the code family that will be applied in this stage is
‘block linear codes’. Specifically, in the present study case, the coder used to protect
the information within the visual tag is ‘Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem’ or ‘BCH ’
[24]. This coder has the main feature of being very fast and efficient, fact that
makes it suitable for the kind of detector that we are trying to develop.
On the other hand, and before describing the process itself, it is needed to em-
phasize that, in this section, efforts will be focused on describing, in as much detail
as possible, the decoding process; since the coding process was roughly explained
in Chapter 2.
But, before describing the decoding process, it is needed to provide the reader
with the basic features and information about the coder used; information necessary
to understand the whole process that will be described later.
3.5.1 BCH characteristics
BCH codes comprise a large class of cyclic codes that include both binary and
non-binary alphabets. Binary BCH codes may be constructed with parameters:
n = 2m − 1
n− k ≤ mt (3.9)
dmin = 2t+ 1
where n represents the total number of bits in the resulting codeword, k the total
number of bits of the message, m the degree of the polynomial used to generate the
codewords, t the correction capacity of the code and dmin the minimum Hamming
distance between codewords.
In the case of this study and, due to the features the we wanted to shape into the
visual tag, we opted for the choice of the BCH code (31,11). Therefore, considering
the type of code used, the characteristics aforementioned become as follows:
n = 31 | k = 11 | m = 5 | t = 5 | dmin = 11
Moreover, in order to generate the generator matrix G, it is used the generator
polynomial which corresponds with the chosen code; this is:
g(p) = p20 + p18 + p17 + p13 + p10 + p9 + p7 + p6 + p4 + p2 + 1
Therefore, it can be seen as an important characteristic the fact that this code
can correct up to 5 bits which, in the case of this thesis, is considered far sufficient.
On the other hand, it is remarked that, although the code used is n = 31 bits and
the grid 36, it will not affect at all, since those 5 remaining bits will be left for the
implementation of supportive algorithms.
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3.5.2 Decoding process
Thanks to the presentation of the characteristics of the code that is going to be
used, now it is possible to describe, in a proper way, the whole decoding process
used by BCH coder.
Generated Y, result of applying the coder onto the message m, is sent through
the channel which, in the case of this thesis, is an image. This codeword however,
when received, may has some divergence in comparison with the one sent, either
due to the noise or the errors present in the image. Because of this, the received
word is now described on as follows:
Z = Y⊕ e (3.10)
where Z is the received codeword, Y the sent codeword and e the error due to noise
or false readings of the grid.
Seeing the expression 3.10, one may think of the following ideas:{
if Z 6∈ codebook⇒ ERROR.
if Z ∈ codebook⇒ NO ERROR.
This idea, however, has the problem that, in order to decode the codeword Z,
one would have to compare it with all the previously generated codewords Y; fact
that would become in a highly inefficient decoding algorithm. Furthermore, but
with less extent, it presents the problem that Z can belong to the codebook due to
the absence of errors or, because the error present has transformed the codeword
into another one; this fact though, is minimized thanks to the proper design of BCH
codes.
Therefore, based on the idea above, one can glimpse how is necessary to design
another type of decoding process, which has to be fast and efficient. The solution,
in this case, is based on the following algebraic theorem:
Given subspace C ∈ Zn ∃ C⊥ ∈ Zn | C⊥C⊥ ⇒ C ·C⊥ = 0 (3.11)
Noting 3.11, one can discern how the ideas presented can now be applied in the
case of subspaces generated by the codebooks; so, adapting it to our case:
Codeword Z ∈ to a codebook C if Z is ⊥ to C⊥ ⇒ Z ·HT = 0 (3.12)
where C represents the subspace generated by the codebook, and HT the matrix
that describes that subspace orthogonal to C.
Considering, therefore, 3.12, let’s take the following reasoning:{
if Z ·HT 6= 0⇒ ERROR
if Z ·HT = 0⇒ NO ERROR
As seen in chapter 2.
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As in the previous idea, it presents the problem that Z can belong to the code-
book due to the absence of errors or, because the error present has transformed the
codeword into another one. But, as in the previous case, the design of BCH codes
is focused to minimize these kind of issues.
Therefore, once shown the error detection method, one proceeds to present the
error correction method; as long as the number of present errors is below the cor-
rection capability of the code used, in our case 5.
Therefore, in order to study whether Z contains errors, one performs what is
known as the calculation of the ‘syndrome’. This is:
s = Z ·HT (3.13)
Considering this, one can see that the cases shown before, about the error de-
tection, were based on the syndrome calculation. Although now this information
will be used to correct the present errors in the codeword.
In specific terms, however, one can observes that:
Knowing that Z = Y⊕ e⇒ s = (Y⊕ e) ·HT = (Y ·HT )⊕ (e ·HT ) (3.14)
but, since Y⊥HT ⇒ Y ·HT = 0, then:
s = e ·HT (3.15)
which means that the information contained in s is exclusively based on e.
Therefore, and taking into account 3.15, it only remains to find which of the
possible errors, e, may cause the syndrome s obtained. This is solved by observ-
ing the possible combinations of the columns of the HT matrix, namely, based on
knowing which columns have been combined in order to generate the syndrome s,
one can deduce which positions of the e vector have value 1.
So, finally, after having obtained the error vector e, and, bearing in mind 3.10,
it only remains to apply:
Y = Z⊕ e (3.16)
And, therefore, obtain the correct codeword.
With this, finally, one would be able to determine whether the quadrilateral
candidate, obtained in the previous section is, indeed, a valid visual tag. Namely,
applying the following criteria:
if Y ∈ C⇒ candidate is a visual tag
And therefore, one proceeds to extract and use its corresponding ID, which in
the case of this Chapter is visual tag number 3, for further applications.

Chapter 4
Results
The present chapter presents an evaluation of the detector designed, in terms of
reliability and computational cost. Furthermore, it is highlighted some of the main
differences about implementing the detector in Matlab or C language.
First, however, and to give the reader a better understanding of the results
shown, we are going to give a detailed description of the complexity that the detector
has to deal with.
4.1 Complexity analysis
Given an image M of dimension H ×W pixels, the first stage of the detector is to
extract the main features of it, that means that it will have to deal with H ×W
pixels at the beginning but, let’s analyzed it in a more detailed way.
Considering the first step of the feature extraction, which is Canny edge
detection [10], one can observes that its input is going to be the given image itself,
which means a complexity of H ×W pixels. However, after applying the gradient
operator, this complexity is reduced down to k pixels, where k is the number of
pixels that represent the gradient of the original image, and besides k  H ×W .
Therefore, now the complexity has been significantly reduced. Moreover, as one
can see, this is a very demanding stage since the number of pixels to be analyzed is
rather significant; however, the outcome of it is notably reduced.
Hence, in this point we have k pixels which are going to be introduced in the
following stage, hysteresis thresholding. At this point one can think of a sig-
nificant reduction in the number of pixels, but the truth is that, even though the
number is reduced, it cannot be considered as significant; since, on average, it is
not even reduced by a magnitude scale. This observation make us approximate the
outcoming number of pixels to the same as the input, that is k pixels. This idea is
also applied on the following step, remove clutter. Therefore, the complexity to
carry out these stages is significantly high, even though it is not comparable to the
first one.
Therefore, after applying the part feature extraction, we have been able to
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reduce the information to be processed from H ×W pixels to k pixels. Thanks to
it, the following stages will become of lower complexity and, therefore, theoretically
faster.
Once the previous stages are done, it is time for feature filtering. Bearing
in mind that the input of this part is k pixels let’s analyze how the complexity is
further being reduced.
The first stage in this part, called edge-linking, is based on grouping the input
pixels into edge-lists. This stage, although the input is k pixels, becomes highly
complex since the process is based on an exhaustive search instead of a linear oper-
ation. This means that, even though not being the stage that deals with the biggest
amount of information, it is the slowest. Moreover, thanks to the application of
this stage, the complexity is further reduced, from k pixels in the input to E groups
of n nodes; where n  k and E is a relatively small number. This way, the next
stages will have to deal with a smaller amount of information and, therefore, the
complexity will be also reduced.
Hence, and bearing in mind the E groups of n nodes, it is time to introduce
the next stage, called line segmentation. This stage, described in Chapter 3,
reduce the redundant information by filtering the nodes. As in the previous case,
even though the information to be treated is far smaller than the one treated in
the first stage of this detector, the complexity is rather high, since it relies on an
exhaustive search. Luckily, this stage is not as demanding as the previous one,
but it is in comparison with the firsts ones. As a result of applying this stage, the
information is highly reduced, from E groups of n nodes to E groups of n′ nodes
where, as in previous cases, n′ < n. This lead us into a more treatable information
and, therefore, a much more reduced complexity for the upcoming stages.
At this point, however, is where more simplifications are about to be applied.
Simplifications that, as their names say, will continue to further reduce the amount
of information. Hence, and considering the stage line simplification, the informa-
tion will be certainly reduced from E groups of n′ nodes to E groups of n′′ nodes;
where, as the reader can deduce, n′′ < n′. Hence, the amount of information now
is notably smaller and therefore the complexity of the following stages.
On other hand, and to finish with the feature filtering part, we present the
last stage, called quadrilateral hypothesis extraction. As its name says, this
stage will extract the most probable quadrilateral candidates, these are the ones
with 3, 4 and 5 nodes, from the output of the last stage. Hence, it means this
stages’ output is going to be E′ groups of 4 nodes, where E′ < E.
Hence, after applying this last stage and, finishing all the present filtering, we
have been able to reduce from a high amount of information, k pixels, to a mere E′
groups of 4 nodes, which is a more treatable amount of information. As quoted in
the description, the most demanding part of this filtering is the edge-linking stage,
which becomes the bottleneck of the whole detector, on the other hand however the
simplest ones are the ones related to simplification and extraction. In the following
sections it will be demonstrated how this affects the detector.
Therefore, and to finish the description of the complexity the detector has to deal
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with, it is time to introduce the last stage of the detector which mixes homography
process [11] and decoding [24]. The application of this last stage, allows to finally
deduce which of the candidates extracted from the image are, indeed, valid visual
tags. Hence, and considering E′ groups of 4 nodes as the input of this stage, it can be
seen that the output is going to be the number of valid visual tags, namely, C; since
non-valid visual tags have been depicted. As the reader can grasp, the information to
be treated in here is rather small in comparison with the previous stages. However,
what makes this last stage significantly demanding, is the amount of calculations
needed to carry out the homography transformations and BCH decodings; although
they are not as demanding as edge-linking they cannot be depreciated in the time
analysis.
Finally, and to finish this section, it is observed how by applying all the stages
presented, the huge amount of information and complexity at the beginning of the
process is rather reduced in each stage; making the very last part of the process
feasible in terms of computational cost and, therefore, making the whole detector
to be acceptably reliable and fast. As follows, and after giving a whole detailed
description of the complexity that the detector has to deal with, a whole analysis
of the performance and timing is done; analysis that will give the reader a better
understanding about the problems and solutions adopted for the development of
this detector.
4.2 Performance analysis
As expressed in the previous section, the most important part of a detector is its
performance; which is going to be shown below. But first, it is necessary to describe
the method used in the last step of the detector; that is the final recognition step.
Most of the current detectors base their performance on the reliability of rec-
ognizing the visual tag with one frame. At first this can be considered as the best
solution but, since we are trying to develop a fast detector, we adopt a second
solution; that is considering the information of several frames.
As the reader can glimpse, the complexity of the algorithm and, therefore the
computational cost, is inversely proportional to the number of frames taken into
consideration, namely, the fewer frames the more robust the algorithm has to be,
which means more complexity. For this reason is why the development of this
detector has been focused onto considering the information given by several frames.
Specifically, in the case of this thesis, the decision is based on the information
given by a fixed window of 20 frames.
In figure 4.2 is shown the behavior of the detector when visual tag number 134
is only present. As it can be observed, if the algorithm would have only considered
the information given by a single frame, it would have probably resulted in a wrong
visual tag recognition, since the rest of the peaks are due to false alarms. However,
if the idea shown in the last paragraph is taken into account, one can see that the
algorithm is able to select the correct visual tag after considering the information
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Figure 4.1: Partially occluded visual tag
Figure 4.2: Normalized histogram of detected visual tags in a non-occluded envi-
ronment
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Figure 4.3: Normalized histogram of detected visual tags in a partially occluded
environment
given by the window, which in this case is visual tag number 134. Moreover, and
in the particular case of this analysis, we have to comment that the detection rate
has been around 0.79.
Therefore, it is demonstrated the reliability of the algorithm in front of a perfect
and simple environment but, what would happen if the visual tags are partially
occluded as shown in figure 4.1? Since the algorithm is designed to recognize the
edges of a quadrilateral, if a single edge is broken the whole contour would not
describe a quadrilateral, meaning that the visual tag would not be recognized. For
this reason is why the algorithm has been modified in order to avoid these kind of
problems.
As it can be seen in figure 4.3, the behavior of the modified detector is similar to
the previous case, although it can be observed that the relative difference between
the correct visual tag number 134 and the highest false alarm peak is smaller than
in the non-occluded case. This observation can be explained through the increment
of read errors due to the occlusion, however, in either case, it can be seen that
the algorithm is robust in front of partially occluded visual tags. Moreover, the
detection rate in this case has been around 0.66.
4.3 Timing analysis
On the other hand and considering the other main goal in the design of the detector,
is done an analysis of its computational cost, specifically through a time analysis.
But first, and before doing it, it is necessary to highlight that the current detector
has been implemented in two different environments; these are Matlab and C.
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AVERAGE (ms) DEVIATION (ms)
Canny Edge Detection 76.687 0.368
Hysteresis thresholding 20.244 0.186
Remove clutter 9.095 0.004
Edge-linking 981.807 1123.104
Line segmentation 16.996 6.494
Line simplification 4.651 0.069
Quad hypothesis extraction 17.095 0.843
Homography matrix calculation 46.432 122.536
Grid transformation 619.703 648.390
Decoding 92.161 407.290
TOTAL 1884.872 230.933
Table 4.1: Matlab timing performance for a 752× 480 size image
Firstly, in the case of Matlab, it is necessary to say that, at first, we opted to
develop the detector in this environment, since it offers a wide variety of image
processing tools, although it will be seen that they are not appropriate in terms of
timing.
Considering therefore the Matlab case, if we due observe table 4.1 bearing in
mind that the analyzed image is 752×480 pixels, we can observe that the processes
that demand the most are edge-linking followed by grid transformation [11],
as commented in the previous section. These processes are the bottlenecks of the
detector developed and, therefore, causing the detector not to be able to operate at
a high frame rate. Moreover, as one can deduce, the fastest processes are remove
clutter and line simplification, since their operations are significantly simple.
Finally comment that both homography matrix calculation [11], grid trans-
formation and decoding [24] show a notable deviation since their timing depend
on the amount of candidates detected.
As it has been said at the beginning of this section, the detector has also been
implemented in a C environment, specifically through the use of openCV library
[2]. This library, due to its efficient implementation, allow us to obtain a signifi-
cant reduction in timing, fact that will globally condition the whole timing of the
detector.
On the other hand, however, before presenting the timing, it is necessary to
highlight that in the case of the C implementation some stages have been merged,
since openCV library offers this possibility.
Considering both non-occluded and partially occluded visual tag C cases, rep-
resented in tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively for an image of 352× 288 pixels, we can
observe that the timings that have been notably reduced are the ones related to
image processing, this fact is in part due to the reduction of the image’s size but,
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AVERAGE (ms) DEVIATION (ms)
Canny Edge Detection 2.137 4.308 E-04
Hysteresis thresholding 0.997 2.241 E-04
Edge-linking 0.441 9.847 E-05
Line simplification 0.206 1.192 E-04
Homography matrix process 0.817 0.011
Decoding 2.408 0.071
TOTAL 7.007 0.014
Table 4.2: C non-occluded visual tag timing performance for a 352×288 size image
AVERAGE (ms) DEVIATION (ms)
Canny Edge Detection 3.569 8.383 E-04
Hysteresis thresholding 2.473 5.179 E-04
Edge-linking 0.753 1.514 E-04
Line simplification 1.563 1.748 E-03
Homography matrix process 1.441 7.488 E-03
Decoding 1.295 5.508 E-03
TOTAL 11.094 2.708 E-03
Table 4.3: C partially occluded visual tag timing performance for a 352× 288 size
image
mainly, it is due to the use of openCV library, which offers a wide range of efficient
functions. Thanks to this, the whole timing of the detector has been reduced below
the 30ms, which means that the detector is now able to operate at a high frame
rate. However, it can be seen that right now the bottleneck of the detector is the
decoding part, although the whole detector is notably faster than in the Matlab
case.
Finally it only rests to comment that there exists a notable gap between the
timing performance of the non-occluded visual tag detector and the partially oc-
cluded visual tag one. Specifically, this fact is noted in the canny edge detection
[10] and hysteresis threshold part, since the sensitivity of these two processes
have been increased and so the computational cost. Moreover, the timing of line
simplification and homography matrix process have also increased, since the
amount of possible candidates, due to the sensitivity improvement, is now higher
than in the non-occluded case. However, the total timing is around 11ms, which
is still below the line of 30ms, fact that permits the detector to operate at a high
frame rate.

Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Conclusions
As explained in the introduction of this thesis, it has been carried out an exhaustive
research and study of the current detectors and algorithms, always giving a special
attention to their characteristics, pros and cons. Thanks to it, we have been able
to get a better understanding of them and so gained the ability to develop one.
Specifically, we have paid special attention to ARToolKit [8] and ARTag [6]
detectors, which are currently the most famous ones. Moreover, most of the char-
acteristics of our detector have been taken or inspired on them.
Furthermore, the detector designed has been focused onto efficiency and speed;
features that are notably important if we plan to achieve one of the goals we set,
being able to run in a non-powerful computational device.
In specific terms, the characteristics that mainly define this detector are: the
use of gradient calculation and protection of the data through BCH codes [24]. In
the first case, thanks to the use of the visual tags showed in Chapter 3, namely,
black quadrilaterals printed on a white background, it is useful the calculation of the
gradient, since the contrast between black and white provides a significant value;
fact that provides the detector with a high robustness against variable luminance
environments. On the other hand, regarding BCH coding, thanks to the protection
of the internal data through this method, we can achieve to extract the information
contained within the visual tag without errors and, besides, it is of great use to
determine whether or not the extracted quadrilateral is, in fact, a valid visual tag.
Hence, thanks to the use of the main characteristics explained above, and other
approximations done, it becomes possible to use this detector not only in low com-
putational power devices, but with low quality cameras or significantly distorted
lens as well. In fact, in the development of this thesis, it has been used a camera
with poor specifications since, one of the aims of this thesis was to recreate a robust
but fast detector.
Moreover, one of the final improvements developed in this detector and, one
of the reasons why this algorithm becomes sufficiently fast, is the fact of using
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the information given by a window of 20 frames. This way, a part from making the
detector faster, also provides a greater robustness, aspects that ultimately are going
to help the detector to be usefully used in very noisy environments.
Furthermore, we have proceeded to implement the detector in two different
environments; these are: Matlab an C. In the first case, we decided to implement
the algorithm in Matlab due to the wide range of tools it provides with, mostly
all related to image processing; this way, we have been able to design and deal
with most of the problems in a fast way. On the other hand, regarding the second
case, we have proceeded to develop the detector in C language, since thanks to the
openCV library [2], we have been able to notably optimize the stages related to
image processing; this way, we have been able to improve the detector to be not
only more efficient and faster, but to ultimately be able to run in embedded devices.
Finally, and considering the most important aim of this thesis, it only rests to
comment that this detector could be ultimately used in image based positioning
systems, such as the ones presented in the introduction of this thesis.
5.2 Future work
1. Considering the current visual tag dictionary, based on 2048 visual tags. It
would be of great interest to study whether some of the four possible extracted
codes contained in the visual tag, due to its rotation, can lead into another
message of the dictionary used. Therefore, if exists, eliminate that codeword
to avoid possible recognition problems.
2. Correct the problems appeared when attempting to detect the visual tag in
the presence of strong background illumination, since the threshold applied in
the gradient to filter low value pixels becomes too high.
3. Improve the recognition stage through the use of a sliding window instead of
a fixed one.
4. Correct the memory leakage problems in the C code, practically all regarding
to storing the information about contours.
5. Adapt the C code in order to be used for some embedded devices.
6. Like in all other algorithms, optimize the code so it can run faster than the
current one (7 ms).
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